
Heaven. How do you think properly, productively, biblically, about heaven? The Bible
certainly introduces heaven to us, indeed from line one when God created heaven and earth.
But the Bible also suggests in many other passages that heaven is not a realm in the same
quality, sense, proportion, or location as earth. And in our secular materialist age, isn’t that
part of our problem? Moderns laugh at the ancients, thinking that they believed that if they
just had a spaceship, or a large and strong enough sling, that they could vault themselves
into heaven among the gods. How silly that ancient view seems, when our rockets and
telescopes have proven otherwise, that spiritual beings do not dwell in gardens among the
stars, right?!

Yet that literalism or materialism, that heaven was simply an
equivalent realm like earth just beyond the reach of their
ancient propulsion, was not at all what the ancients thought.
We disrespect and diminish the ancients’ cosmology and
wisdom when we make that mistake. God gave the Bible to
them, not us. We’d better listen to them carefully, giving them
the benefit of every possible doubt. Instead of treating heaven
as having an earthly quality but just in a different place, the

Bible and its figures, from Old Testament through New, present heaven as a qualitatively
different realm. Yes, the Bible frequently uses locations for heaven, like beyond the dome
above or up on a mountaintop. But the ancients didn’t believe they’d find heaven by scaling
the highest mountain around like, say, Everest. Walking up the mountain like Moses did
might be a way of connecting with God, but even on the mountaintop Moses had to wait for
the glimpse of the other realm that God graciously gave him.

Heaven’s quality is indeed higher but not necessarily higher in our dulled materialist sense.
Simply looking upward into the skies with one’s natural eyes won’t reveal heaven. But
figuratively looking up with one’s sensitive consciousness, attention, and intelligence just
might. Indeed, Jesus gave us that clue when urging that his kingdom was near and within us.
Jesus also warned that those who use only their natural sight will never see the kingdom,
while those who know their natural blindness and instead accept his sight will see. Elijah’s
mountainside experience also gave us that clue when we learned that God was in the
whisper. Though bound in part by our earthly existence, we can still sense all around us the
order, magnificence, power, purity, and presence of heaven, commanded by God’s presence.

So, don’t make the other modern mistake, either. Heaven is not ephemeral. It is not simply a
thought, consciousness, energy, or whisper. Heaven, though a qualitatively different realm, is
real and dynamic, more so than the earthly realm we inhabit. Don’t diminish heaven to
earthly dimensions. Don’t let go of heaven.


